
Directions 

.No. 1 - 2) : Read the Teftst (YHa :1 1-2) : fhH5 FE Us solve following information nd solve the fen HUos yHat o T TG | 

questions 

based on it 

Shaku antala, an intelligent baby girl, plucks HosT, fea yúHHTs t t, 3T EA 
from her ather's orchard on ten fezt aa mna fug Jaite fë Ha 35tl consecutive days. wutive days. When asked by her 3a MYT fusT è aaite fee Aa 3set 

nother as to 

cked from the 

the following sheet to her mother 

apples 

how many apples has she FE H et HT Yeet d fa gA adite 
orchard daily, she gives EE TH5 fo6 RE 3 3 Bo et H3T 
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1. What is the number of apples plucked 
on day 6? 1. fer 33 Hat t farast t d ? 
(a) 45 

(a) 45 
S6)35 (b) 35 

(c) 25 
(c) 25 

d) Cannot be determined (d) 
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2. For how many duya, ia it poRniblo to 2. 
determine the oxnct. number of npploN plucked by Shakuntala ? (a) 0) 
(b) (n) 5 

(b)5 (c) 3 
(c) 3 (d) 

Directions (Q. No. 3 - 5) : The following 
table gives the career record in One-Day International Cricket of few batsmen. 

None of the above (d) gas fes àet zit 

ordin One-Dayt3 fèa daT isTTHEt faaz aatm Name Matches Inninga 
Played Played Scored 

Runs Average MHB P1 50 fetsar T 48 1800 40-0 P2 50 P1 60 48 1800 40-0 50 2034 45-2 P3 46 P2 50 50 2034 45.2 46 1679 36:5 
365 P3 46 46 1679 P4 44 44 1539 40-5 P4 44 44 1539 40-5 P5 40 38 1806 

1806 
1445 425 The average is calculated by dividing the A (average) aT T g TE eT 

total runs scored by the total number of farast ds Ho fist fes döaH gZ JT 
matches in which the batsman got out. u fa t is 7 mta HeT T 

51-6 P5 40 38 51-6 P6 42 40 1445 425 P6 42 40 

Who among the following did not gèt fs fet faua d a Har (Fu 3 
for the maximum number of 

3. 
3. out 

times? 
a) Sa) Pi 

(a) P1 (b) P2 
(c) P5 
(d) P6 

(b) P2 
(c) 
(d) P6 

P5 

. 4. If the average is calculated on the 4. HaT MA3 dst fëfsain è nurg 3 basis of the total innings played, 
whose average will see the minimum
change ? 
(a) P1 
(b) P3 
(c) P5 
(d) P6 

uz saett eait ? 
(a) P1 81 

t 

(6) P3 
(c) P5 
(d) P6 

5. How many of the batsmen got out in 
all the innings played ? 
(a) 0 

b 
2 

5. 

(a) 
(b) 
(c) 2 
(d) toHt3 7ut ata3 HET 

0 
1 

(c) 
J) Cannot be determined 
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d Nt u u h lmla inn auutn and uun thu queslions hne 

'ud/llr ollar/'Yen 

1h 

""i7 ja an'91 'a 
i 160'212 1 

1657 1 21 A4 
un 

Sune 
h ullA/Vn rabn ullown hi Hnma aend frmn 2Ah th an fron 21 n A, 

A jHhut smln 4OM), Mabn han 1,2M), U25 Punds wnd 35M) Yen with him. If h Hly m tPVunay lo uy he jnetket, he wonsld he able tn buy the jacke on 

() 225 Pounds 
(d) annn e deturmined 

#'Hd/gie 

1% 
107.5 

107 
1065 

106 
105.5 17 19 20 21 244 

L. 

A 
44 1.4 

117120 21 % 17 1 20214 

(h) 5,400 TA (a) 2,000 gu 

(d) 3,000 Y (0) 4,000 6 

7. fa har o dbs 400 Bà HG a 18,200 e, 225 ugs m 35,000 

Te m Rac udte naar? 
(b) 225 ugz (u) 18,20) qur 

(e) 86,000 ta6 (d) 

P'apr (D 4) 
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Directions (Q. No. 8- 9) Refer to the following pie chart chartn and nolue the quentiana huswd on il A7 
8% 

A AG A 

Fh 15% 19% 

A 
18 

AZ 
14% As 

14% 
A2 

13% 

A 
14% A4 

A3 

20% AA 22% 11% Percentage wise distribution of population Percentage wise dístribution of land 
under forest cover 

of wild animals 
Following are the geographical regions: A1 -Asia, China, nda, Z 
Ad-Anca, A4 -Europe, A5 -Russia. A6-North & South America, AT - Antarceica 
Fopulation density = (Percentage Population of Animals)/ (Percentage Land Area a 

Forest Cover) 
nder 8. Which two regions have the combined highest population density 

(a) A1, A3 
9. (b) A4, A5 

Al, A4 d) A3, AB ne next 10 years, the population of wild animals in Antarctica will increae by 
Zo more than that in the rest of the world, what will be the percentage population 

of wild animals in Antarctica after 10 years '? 9:5% (a) (b) 10-5% 
(c) 15:7% (d) Cannot be determined 

A7 
A7 

A1 8% A1 9% 
15% 

A6 
19% 15% 

A6 
18% 

A2 A2 14% 
o13%% A5 

14T 
A5 
14% 

A3 A3 

20% A4 22% 
A4 
11% 

8% 

foHs arfsa àz7 Ts: A1-8", J5, 3T3, A2 -mHETDAT, A3 meaar, A4 -TU, A5 gH, A6 -Q3tt m3 EYst msta, A7 -oerTafear HSHfMT YEZT = (AIETÍ Et ysÍH3 HOHfem)(di3 Mdits git et y3lA33T) 8. 
(a) A1, A3 

9. Ra Maeraafear fet HdIs FEd er HOHT TEg MI% 10 HT re afüe gát z 259% ~u zryr Je 3 HoTSr A5ET er MaI% 10 HT e sersafear feE 

(b) A4, A5 (c) A1, A4 (d) A3, A6 

HOHf ystHs3 fäzt aeaft ? 
(a) 9.5% (c) 15.7% (b) 10-5% 
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int#n (9 Nu 1911)i hmn uln 

) ( 

() ( 

T'w days ('Thursdny and ridny) are lefi. tir mpaigning org n masor elaukium, nnd h ily Hdministration hns rwseives requests from ivg polítienl partien tn taking (ut heir pros#ions alng the following routes 
CongresS AC1D-K 

AB-D-T 
A-9- 
BC- 

CPM AC-D 
ihis. : D trest 3-1) eannot be ued for a political zAz taa / aiA 3 

procsssion on Thursday due to a religous 

policy of not allowiny more than one HT FE E z s procension to pas along the same street on t FZÁZ ë ~z na zz the Bame day, However, the admínístration TT UT RE it must allow all parties to take out their TÁ E Er ~z å rocension during thee two days. 

procession, T'he dístrict administration has 

10. Congren8 procession can be allowed 10. aan Tz sa 
HaT (a) only on Thuruday. 
(a) e aer 

(b)only on Friday. 
(b) 

(c) farfez 
(c) on either day. 

(d) only if the religious procension is 

Cancelled 
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11. 
f5 fe faozr áa st d? 

11. Which of the following is not true? 

(a) 
aaraH m AH. feä fes H 

(a) Congress and SP can take out 

their processions on the same 

day. 
(b) 

FATut.H. HTTTa HA 

(b) The CPM procession cannot be 

allowed on Thursday. 
(c) 

Haret (c) The BJP procession can only take 
place on Friday. 

(d) aaH MS tMAt. fea fes 

d) Congress and BSP can take out 
their processions on the same 

day. 

waich of the following sentences is 12. Which of the following sentences is 
correct ? 

12. 

correct? 

(a) Its finally a holiday, and my dog 

is happily wagging its tail. 

(a) Its finally a holiday, and my dog 
is happily wagging its tail. 

(b) Its finally a holiday, and my dog b) Its finally a holiday, and my dog is happily wagging it's tail. is happily wagging it's tail. 

(c) It's finally a holiday, and my dog 
is happily wagging its tail. 

(c) I's finally a holiday, and my dog 
is happily wagging its tail. 

(d) It's finally a holiday, and my dog (d) It's finally a holiday, and my dog is happily wagging it's tail. is happily wagging it's tail. 

13. When I met her last week, she seemed 13. When I met her last week, she seemed 
toh be the weather. 

to be. the weather. (a) over 

(a) Over (b) under 

(b under (c) against 

(c) against d) None of the above 
(d) None of the above Paper II 
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14. In a meeting Rajita always8 begins her 14. f2a feu 3itg mie < 
sentences with 'I may be wrong, but... 

tences with T may o 14. ifëar feg tr ni ra THH 
or, "Excuse my impertinence, but... What style of communication is Rajita following ? 
(a) Assertive cd6, Y...' Trits ÁUra et fadst Rit 
(b) Passive aggressive or 

(a) fe3nyTea (Assertive) Manipulative 
(e) Passive 

(d) None of the above (c) 
(d) 

15. far fezat ufus, aHH ufas Before any negotiation, Ramesh first met the client informally, chatted with him and listened attentively to all his points. Only when he gathered all the relevant information, did he push for a negotiation. Ramesh was a 

15. 

(a) Win-lose negotiator
a) H-Tg fedfara 

(b)H-A feözfs 
arg-F fedfars 

(d) as fe aet zút 

(b) Win-win negotiator 
(c) Lose-win negotiator 

(c) (d) None of the above 

16. Gita listened to the views of others 
and then analysed them according to 
their merit. Her listening style was 
(a) Judging 
(b) Evaluative 

(a) foaafea 
(b) ofa3 

afee Active (c) 
(d) None of the above 

17. H5 fa gors � 12-uizr fsrites 
Suppose you have a 12-hour digital 
clock where the number representing 
the hour is always the same as the 
number representing the minute. That 
is, the clock can only show times like 
8:08, 9:09, 10:10, etc. What is the 
smallest time difference between two 

such times? 

17. 

8:08, 9:09, 10:10 EITI EH Ya 

atd? 
(a) 101 fMe 

(a) 101 minutes 
(b) 61 fz (b) 61 minutes 

(c) 60 fHz (c) 60 minutes 

(d) 49 ffz (d) 49 minutes 
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18. f5 E HT TUfO3 zmmfemt g u 

1. fea fea ha d, 3 feu z%T 

18. Read these six conditional claims 18. 
1. If it's an apple, then it's a fruit. 

2. feT q 3, z fea ia d I7 

2. 
2. If it's a fruit, then it's an apple. 
3. It's an apple if it's a fruit. 3. 
4. It's a fruit if it's an apple. fed q , A fed àa 1 

4. 
5. It's not a fruit if it's not an apple. 5. 
6. It's not an apple if it's not a fruit. 

Out of these six conditional claims 
6. 

which three claims have the answer as 
Yes ? 

(a) 2, 3, 5 

(b) 2, 3, 4 

(c) 3, 4, 5 (a) 2, 3,5 

(b) 2, 3, 4 

(c) 3, 4, 5 
(d) 1, 4, 6 

19. Hina Yellow, Jhanvi Red and Leena 

Gray each have a gray handbag, a 

yellow handbag and a red handbag, 
but none of them has a handbag colour 

(d) 1, 4, 6 

that matches their name. They met 

unexpectedly one day. The lady with 

the red handbag commented, "How 

odd!" to which Leena Gray replied: 

Most odd indeed!" Which option about 

the lady name and colour of the 

handbag is correct ? 

(a) Leena Gray - red colour handbag, 

Hina Yellow -. gray colour 

handbag 
sta ? 
(a) 

(b) Leena Gray - red colour handbag, 

Jhanvi Red gray colour 

handbag 

(b) 
saar, (b) 

(c) Hina Yellow red colour 

handbag, 
Jhanvi Red-yellow (c) 

colour handbag 

(d) Leena Gray yellow colour 

handbag, Hina Yellow 

colour handbag 

(d 
red 

(D 9) 
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20. Read the following information 20. fHs JUst ftmirz ww u faa dst f 
carefully and then answer the 

question given below. 
1. AAB r aE d A, B et HS J 

1. AAB means A is mother of B. 
2. A@B ET nTE d A, B et sz d 

2 A@B means A is sister of B. 
3. A*B TaTH A, B eT figr à i 

3. AB means A is father of B. 
4. 

4. A#B means A is brother of B. 
fHs fet faH eT NTE R, T r Ma 

Which of the following means R is 
uncle of T ? 

(a) R*P#SAQET (a) R*P#SAQ@T 
(b) S'P#R*U#T 

b) S*P#R*U#T 
(c) P*R#Q@ST 

(e) P*R#Q@S T 
d) P*R@Q@ST 

(d) P*R@Q@S*T 

21. FTodr5 afEa, Ma 3TH, TU3a 21. Warangal Warriors, Thapar Thunders, 
Rohtak Rockers and Vellore Vikings 
are four Kabbadi Teams who compete 
against each other so that there are 

six matches in order to decide the 

champion. 

et fea g fegu ystuait T5I 

1. zfetta" 

1. Vellore Vikings" is beaten by 
2. "Warangal Warriors". 

2. Thapar Thunders" beat "Vellore 
3. Vikings 

3. "Warangal Warriors" 

"Rohtak Rockers" beat "Thapar 

Thunders". 

and 

ETdars 4. 

4. "Rohtak Rockers" beats 
"Warangal Warriors" and "Vellore 

Vikings. 
Who emerges as the champion? (a) zrafenaa 
(a) Warangal Warriors 

(b) Thapar Thunders 
(c) Jusa dadH 

(c) Rohtak Rockers 

d) Ffefdar (d) Vellore Vikings 

(D 10 Paper 



The afternoon classes in a school begin 22. HQ fre, re gfuoa et MIH 
22. 

at 2:00 P.M. and end at 4:52 P.M. 
There are four afternoon class periods 
with 4 minutes between periods. The 
number of minutes in each class 
period is 

(a) 39 
(a) 39 

(b) 40 (b) 40 

(c) 36 (c) 36 

(d) 45 (d) 45 

23. At a party there are 3 large pizzas of 23. uraat feu fe nraTa fSs A equal size. Each pizza has been cut 
into 9 equal pieces. of the first pizza 

8 
9 

2 has been eaten;of the second pizza 3 
7 has been eaten; of the third pizza 9 

9 
has been eaten. What fraction of the 
3 pizzas is left? 

(a) 
(a) 

1 
(b) 

(c) 
3 (c) 

3 
1 

1 (d) 
6 (d) 

Paper I 
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with no 
KingdomOt Encyclopedia of 24, fersatëaUIS 

WTG H YArd 

nelf with no space between the volumes, upright, so that their spines visible, left to right: I, II and Each is 30 mm thick, compris 24 mm of total pages and 3 mm f0o each cover. A bookworm bores fron page 1, volume I, to the last page or volume III. How far does it travel ? 

T So ar frntyr fUHT (spine) 
feH, YN 

30 mm, 
fHH fko 24 mm 

aS MI JT 

(a) 90 mm 
(b) 36 mm 
(c) 72 mm f&at usar alst ? 
(d) 84 mm 

(a) 90 mm 

(b) 36 mm 

(c) 72 mm 25 According to a survey at a company, 
20 percent of the employees owned cell 

(d) 84 mm 

phones in 1994, and 60 percent of the 26. tuat fee Horret »SHT, 1994 NU 

employees owned cell phones in 1998. 
From 1994 to 1998, what was the 

20% aOJt Ass dre HS » 

1998 feo ust è 60% aa¥Urdt As 

T Tre HS I 1994 ' 1998 S Asds percent increase in the fraction of 
employeces who owned cell phones ? 

(a) 3% (fraction) fs yfsn3 
(b) 20% 

(c) 30% (a) 3% 

(b) 20% (d) 200% 
(e) 30% 

(d) 200% 
26. From 2018 to 2019, Mohan's annual 

2018 2019 3a, HJS et HST salary increased by 10 percent and 
Arun's annual salary decreased by 
5 percent. If their annual salaries 
were equal in 2019, then 

annual salary in 2018 was what 
percent greater than Mohan's annual 
salary in 2018? 

26. 

etHTeST3T 37YT 5% uti AaU 2019 Arun's 

3 2018 fee »rya dt sauT Aos et 
2018 et 3rT S fast yatH3 u 

(a) 16-91 

(b) 1334 (a) 1691 

(c) 1578 (b) 13.94 
(c) 15-78 

(d) 10-98 (d) 10-98 
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27. A Candidate scores 20% and fails by o7 f BHteer 20% ma JTH d 45 marks and another candidate who scores 45% marks gets 30 marks more than the minimum required to pass the examination. Find the maximum 

fea d3 BteTrg À 45% Ma TH 

marks for the examination. 
(a) 100 

(a) 100 
(b) 200 

(b) 200 
(c) 400 

(c) 400 
(d) 300 

(d) 300 

TeTes gT : 28 - 29) est aet 
Directions (Q. No. 28 29) : Based on the 6 Hfoat e 2015 rt a30 e safinformation given below and diagram of an Airline's trips to 6 cities from New Delhi in the year 2015 

Distances from 
New Delhi by Air 

2,000- 2,000- 

1,800- 1,800 

1,600- 1,600 

,400 1,400- 

1,200 
1,200 

1,000 
1,000 

Number of Plane Trips from New Delhi to Ranchi, Kolkata, Panaji, Pune, Kavaratti, Munnar 

600- 

500- 

400- 

600 300- 

500- 200- 

400 100- 

300 
M JJAS ON D 200 

F 

Months of year 2015 100 

JF M A M JA S o N D H5 2015 fëu Hsts 
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Directions (Q. No. 30 

defined as being the mass 

divided by the square 

metres). The data about 

given in the table below. 

Information 

1. Due to some rennon planes only made 1. z before these trips 

January-March period. 
The month of May offers the best 

or after the 

2 
2 weather conditions. 

Person Height 
The easterly winds run at 2 km/hour 3. 
east to west all year. 

A 1-45 
3. 

Planes on trips to Ranchi and Kolkata 4. 

B 1-50 hust push against the easterly winds. 
C 1-55 

4. Planes on trips to Panaji, Pune and 
5. 

D 1-70 
Kavaratti are carried along by the 

E 1-80 
5. easterly winds. 

Planes on trips to Munnar cross the 6 
Based on this data an 

current and so experience no counter 6. 53 Et T3 HiÈ FJH fER yGát or favourable effect. 
below 

28. How far is it from Ranchi to Munnar? 
30. Which of the 

greatest BMI? 
(a) 3000 km 

28. 
(b) 2000 km 

(a) 3000 faitza (a) A (c) 800 km 
(b) 2000 faitza 

(b)B (d) Cannot be determined 
(c) 800 famftea 

(c) C (a) 29. Taking account of the distances and 
the winds, if a plane were to fly from 29. Tzi m t feera fo afet New Delhi to Kolkata (to and fro) and 

d) D 

31. If an adolesce 
another one from New Delhi to Pune 

10% and his 
(to and fro) at a constant speed, which 
trip would you expect to be completed 
quicker ? (No stoppage) much will his 

(a) Plus 11e (a) New Delhi-Kolkata (to and fro) 

(a) t fëst-�eas (rga-Aa) 
(b) u3TEi feà HH eaît 

(b) Plus 10 (b) Both trips would take the samne 
amount of time 

(c) Minus(c) New Delhi-Pune (to and fro) (c) fext-ys (Mrgz-FE) 
(d Minus d) Cannot be determined d) fopfs sot ats T HTET 

Paper Paper I D 14) 



Directions (Q. No. 30 - 31) : BMI is Jetst (YHG 6 30 - 31) : st i MET 

defined as being the mass of a person (in kg) eHT (fasayH ë) MI TEg 
divided by the square of the height (in 
metres). The data about 5 persons has been 

given in the table below. 

3T 

given in the table belon 
Perso1s has been 

(HET) 
HaMT Ef FB F5 UGSTH5 

aisT 

Person Height (m) Weight kg) 
femast (teT) (faaH) 

A 1-45 45 
45 

B 1-50 50 A 
1-45 

C 1-55 55 1-50 
50 

B 

1-70 60 55 
C 

1-55 

E 1-80 70 
1-70 60 

D 

1-80 70 

Based on this data answer the questions 

below 

E 

the followingg has the a fe6 : 
30. Which of 

greatest BMI ? 

(a) A 
30. fegt fe fan a t i ret (BMI) 

Cb) B 

(c) C (a) A 

(d) D 
(b) B 

(c) C 

31. If an adolescent's height increases by 

10% and his mass by 10%, by how 

(d) D 

31. 

31. Haa fea fearHHts femast er de mB 
much will his BMI change ? 

3T 10% 

(a) Plus 11% E Tt. eo at ufaecss 1ar ? 

(b) Plus 10% 
(a) YEH 11% 

(b) yH 10% 
(c) Minus 9% 

(c) HTEtOH 9% 

(d) Minus 10% 
(d) HTEtaH 10% 

(D 15) 
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Directions (Q. No. 32 33) : Answer the following questions based on the information and 
diagram given below: 
An automobile company has advertised for the appointment of trainee engineers in 

different disciplines. First the applications received are thoroughly scrutinized and good 

ones are called to the main centre of the company for two written tests and a viva. The 

written tests are of 2 hrs duration each. The first written test E checks the general scientific background and the second written 
test E checks the basics of the discipline. Earlier all the candidates were required to 

appear in both E, and E, but only those who clear both were allowed to appear in the viva 

for final selection. 

To minimize the cost, the company has decided to change the procedure. Now they want to 

conduct this exam in three stages. In the first stage they may offer the candidate to sit in either written test (E, or E,) and if 

s/he passes in that he/she will go for next stage in which company may take his/her other 
written test or viva. If he passes in this second stage, he will go for the remaining exam in 

third stage. 
A candidate has to pass both the exams and viva for final selection. A candidate is rejected 
if s/he fails at any stage. The expenses are F 500 per candidate for conducting each of E, 
E, or Viva (V). The following historical data for 100 candidates is available from previous 
selections. 

Out of 100 Candidates Appearing in First State 
Cleared E 

Cleared E2 but failedín E2 
but failèd in E, After First Stage 

Out of 60 Candidates Cleared 
both (Who Cleared E2 Test) 

30 20 

Cleared E 
but failein Viva Cleared Viva 

40 

Cleare but failed in B 

both 
10 

15 

After 
First 
Stage 30 

/Out of 70 Candidates 
(Who Cleared E Test) 

|Cleared E2 
but failedin Viva Gleared Viva 

but failed in E2| 
Cleared 20 

10 both 

30 
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s based on the information and 

ment of trainee engineers in roughly scrutinized and good written tests and a viva. The 

Dund and the second written 
andidates were required to 
llowed to appear in the viva 

rocedure. Now they want to 

itten test (Ej or E,) and if 
ny may take his/her other 

for the remaining exam in 

n. A candidate is rejected 
or conducting each of E1 
available from previous 

100 teerai r fefsana vias Bumau dI 
ufrest eHE fee mfia T 100 fteeai fes 

E, fe ur 

uT E,f 60 teerai fe 
(frisi E, èHZ YTH air) S t of 60 Candidates 

ho Cleared E2 Test) 30 20 L 
E, fe uH YHQ 

40 Cleared Viva 

but failed in E1| 
fee 

10 15 
leared 
both 

30 15 
MEHE"| 

70 HeeTi fe 
(fHsi E, 2He YH ats) 

30 

fee 20 
10 

30 
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